Gov't requires halt of smelly PFI pollution

By Tom Woodford

Pulpak Forestry Inc., recently a target of public criticism and a matter of government environmental operations, has been given a day's grace by the courts of the Lewiston area.

Anyone familiar with the area can quickly identify the brush at South and wooded areas of the company's mill, located about five miles from the north end of Lewiston is one of the larger sawmills in the state. Now, however, the mill has been given a day's grace by the courts of the Lewiston area.

The air and water pollution at Lewiston has long been a matter of concern to many communities, but has attracted notice and even some attention from the courts of the neighboring public interest. One of the most critical and widely-run attacks on PFI is its commitment to the creation of a new mill.

The magazine received a description of PFI activities at Lewiston as an answer to an article exposing pollution problems around the country.

The article, in part: "PFI pumps its fresh water from the Clearwater but dumps as much as sliced smelly waste into the Clearwater and Snake rivers everyday. The state and water pollution at Lewiston has long been a matter of concern to many communities, but has attracted notice and even some attention from the courts of the neighboring public interest. One of the most critical and widely-run attacks on PFI is its commitment to the creation of a new mill.
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Government farm program blamed for topsoil erosion

By Leslie R. Smith

At several small farms in southern Illinois, farmers have found that the topsoil has been eroded by water. The farmers blame the government farm program for this problem.

The problem is not new, but it is becoming more widespread. The government farm program, which was established to reduce the amount of soil erosion, has been blamed for causing the erosion to increase.

The government farm program was designed to reduce the amount of soil erosion by providing financial incentives to farmers to use certain practices. However, some farmers have found that the program has had the opposite effect.

The government farm program has been accused of causing farmers to overuse certain practices, such as crop rotation, which can actually increase the amount of soil erosion. Additionally, the program has been criticized for not providing enough financial incentives to farmers to use more effective practices.

The government farm program has been in place for many years, and it has been credited with reducing soil erosion in some areas. However, the recent increase in soil erosion has raised questions about the effectiveness of the program.

The government farm program is one of the many issues that will be discussed at the upcoming Farm Show. The show will provide an opportunity for farmers to learn more about the various programs available to them and to discuss the issues that are affecting their farms.
Football construction begins as firm stadium breaks ground for drainage system

Construction begins as firm stadium breaks ground for drainage system

Covered by the University of Idaho’s new $2,000 football stadium, a groundbreaking took place on Friday, May 12, 1971.

The groundbreaking was held on the corner of 13th Avenue and 10th Street, with university administrators and football boosters in attendance.

The groundbreaking was part of the larger construction project for the university’s new football stadium, which was scheduled to be completed by the start of the 1972 football season.

Calendrier d'événements

The event will take place in the Sun Club from 7:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. on the 1st of October.

The Campus Affairs at the University of Idaho will be hosting a variety of events throughout the fall semester. These events are open to all students and faculty members.

Réhabilitation de l'ancien Hays, Forney discussed at Campus Affairs

A forum for discussion of the renovation of the old Hays and Forney was held on Friday, October 1, 1971, at the university's Board of Trustees meeting.

The forum was attended by faculty members, staff, and students, who discussed the need for the renovation of the buildings.

Betty Friedan to speak

Betty Friedan, feminist leader and president of the National Organization for Women (NOW), will speak at 3 p.m. on Wednesday, October 1, 1971, in the University of Idaho's Colonnade Auditorium.

Friedan, known for her groundbreaking book "The Feminine Mystique," will discuss the role of women in society and the importance of equal rights for women.
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WHY ARE THESE STUDENTS EXCEPTIONAL?

... they read dynamically

Testimonials of the students are as follows:

John Smith, Sophomore: "I never thought I could read so much in such a short amount of time. I have found that reading dynamically has greatly improved my comprehension and retention of information."

Linda Davis, Senior: "I used to struggle with reading comprehension and retention. Since incorporating reading dynamically into my study habits, I have noticed a significant improvement in my grades and overall success in my studies."

Free Introductory Lesson

See for Yourself - you will be amazed

FREE INTRODUCTORY LESSON

Moscow, St. Augustine’s Catholic Student Center

Wednesday, February 10, 10:00 AM

Wednesday, February 10, 1:00 PM

Pullman, Compton Union Building, Room 206-208

Thursday, February 10, 10:00 AM

Thursday, February 10, 1:00 PM

Evelyn Wood

Reading Dynamics

For exciting information and class schedule call...

Seattle: 206-555-5555

Spokane: 509-555-5555

Tri Cities: 509-555-5555

AT-3-1000 919-3966 966-7808
Perspective '71

U.S. winning once again

The South Vietnamese pushed into Laos yesterday. The building for the swoop into Laos began 12 days ago when 9,000 U.S. troops moved into the northwest corner of South Vietnam along the Lamson border. U.S. officials said the South Vietnamese thrust into Laos was a "major" and full-scale U.S. combat effort, including tactical fighter-bombers, helicopter gunships, and artillery. The South Vietnamese government said it was to prevent the region becoming a "second Dien Bien Phu." This region was once populated with Laotians, burned crops, and disturbed large populations of US. and South Vietnamese, but it seems to have been taken by South Vietnam for strategic reasons. It has made them almost identical in size over the Vietnamese American area. As a result the Vietnamese have attacked the southern coast to stop the Vietnamese who are much more powerful over the ridge and the people they have must carry over this area before they can invade in Laos. This means the South Vietnamese government will be in control of the region as a whole and will be able to institute the withdrawal of our troops and carry the battle by the South Vietnamese army.

We are withdrawing from Southeast Asia. Are you sure you don't want the same kind of withdrawal from the rest of the world? Are you sure your govt. doesn't want to be as nice to the rest of the world as it is to you?

Linda Fuller

White liberal arts graduates are unhappy housewives

The importance of a liberal arts education should be as apparent as any other information revealed in a conversation with a member of the intellectual community several evenings ago.

"Look, there are two kinds of people. The one who enjoys a book and the one who doesn't."

"Yes, there are two kinds of people. The one who enjoys a book and the one who doesn't."

"I mean there are two kinds of people. The one who enjoys a book and the one who doesn't."

"Yes, there are two kinds of people. The one who enjoys a book and the one who doesn't."

"I mean there are two kinds of people. The one who enjoys a book and the one who doesn't."

"Yes, there are two kinds of people. The one who enjoys a book and the one who doesn't."

"I mean there are two kinds of people. The one who enjoys a book and the one who doesn't."

The reason the-libERAL arts graduate has the same reaction to a book as the non-academic is because the liberal arts graduate has been taught to think, to question, to challenge the status quo, and to learn to live with uncertainty. The non-academic, on the other hand, has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty. The non-academic has been taught to accept things as they are and to live with certainty.
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Laos explodes! Allies invade

More about

Gov't regulations to halt further pollution

Lao: The South Vietnamese spearheaded Laos for the first time in the 1960's with an offensive to stop those who moved in Laos. The attack made against the Vietnamese in 1967

CAPTAIN BOYD THE MOTHER SOTWELL

There are new things you just have to do... Military, Defense, and Science Services is one of them. There have been a letter received from a Bill Hill from

State Department makes the rationale for this... We are told that Laos objectives is to be convinced by the Senate and we promise that you will...
Fashion makes move

By John Miller

It seems that somehow, without anyone really noticing it, these have changed in Mason, West Virginia. What you used to see was a load of young people in their flannel shirts, tie and red buttons. Now you see them in a variety of clothing, some of which you may not have seen before. In fact, some of the clothes in the store are so new that they don't have the name of the store on the tag.

The store is at 5th Street in downtown Mason, and is called "Daisy's." It has a sign above the door that reads "Daisy's." Inside, you will find a variety of clothing, including some that are very new and unique. There are also some older clothes that are still in style. The store is open from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through Saturday, and from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Sunday. It is closed on holidays.

The owner, John Miller, says that he has been in business for over 20 years and that he has always tried to keep up with the latest trends. He believes that his customers enjoy the variety of clothing that he offers.

The store is located at 5th Street and Main Street in downtown Mason. You can also find them on Facebook at "Daisy's Mason."
Taylor uncertain of pro career

By Ross Coeling

"It's a tough body, has good length and great moves and has some hands," those words were spoken by Idaho high school basketball coach Brandon Klein, whose sister star senior, Markelle Taylor, is considered by many to be a top prospect in the state's high school history.

Klein said that the 6-foot-5, 190-pound Taylor can score from anywhere on the court, has the ability to get to the rim and is a very strong player.

"She's a very talented player and has a great basketball IQ," Klein said. "She can handle the ball, pass it and make shots from the outside."
The following digest of "news" over the university physical plant and air pollution was written by George Gagen, director of the plant.

"It all goes over water," he said, "so I just like seeing your breath on a cold day, but...

Students still complain about layers of grime fond on the tables, fuse found in bowls, and the dark smoke coming from the plant. Dormitory residents say that they won't return until the new plant is completed, but they have adopted several new looks here:

A new safety fire alarm panel at the corner of the building, the name for the air pollution which turned everything to a natural gas pipeline. Limited supplies of both are on hand, at least each problem should develop.

The student and dormitory viewpoints are the only such instances here of air pollution, campus emergency, according to Henry Shun.

"Dormitory participants are the only real source of air pollution," Shun said. "I don't know what size biogas, and it's not a problem..."

"It's a great advantage.

"I really want a bigger problem," Shun said, "but not an existing one, but it is a problem..."

"There is no sign of grime on anything like that..." the air pollution is of no real use, especially when combined with the wind.

Federal regulations will take care of our problem, he said. "It can't go any worse.

The explanation for Shun's comment is derived from the perfect university, according to a government official who was a member of the Board of Regents for consideration.

Under this five-year program, the campus would be eliminated from 1983 to 1985. Such a program will not affect the ASUI, as it has already been completed.

The campus planner proposes that parking be eliminated, increasing a "two-week walking strike" since none of the recommended parking areas are underground.

City pollution

The city of Mason is trying to clean up its pollution problems, according to Terry Bailey, city engineer.

"The city is improving," Bailey said, "and the electric maintenance division is changing sheets, lowering smoke, cutting nationals, and helping money for street improvements are among the prominent features in bringing pollution control.

The city is planning, and will continue to put up spectaculars to clean up garbage stalls. The city has had little difficulty, Bailey said."

George interval

A new orange treatment plant is being planned by the Mason area. A single shelter and a sewer are already in use by the city to help control pollution.

Several government people are working with the Mason (Ohio) to teach them how to properly fix their own heating system. Local officials do not want to fix a problem in the campus, Bailey said. "This is not a pollution case..."

Weekly Special

Spicy Beef Tacos

4 for $1

Feb. 6, 10

Pullman Hwy, Moscow

INCOME TAX PROBLEMS?

ARK TAX EXPERTS CAN HELP YOU SAVE ON YOUR INCOME TAX

$5.00

ARK TAX SERVICE

220 First National Bank

Mason, Ohio

Ph.: 882-2222

LOOK FOR US IN THE YELLOW PAGES

Hylton's Honda

would appreciate student business again in 1973

Honda—Honda—

Montana

Montana parts and service

Remember Hylton's Honda for

Fast Fair

Friendly

SERVICE

882-7711

719 N. Main

Call 882-7734 for Duane Larson (student salesman)

IS YOUR SWEETHEART READY FOR CONFETTI?

All Kent Collection

Originals by Arrow

They're the Connecti Colors of New, you know, Lighter, Brighter. View together in casual stitches and colored solids. They take you where the scene is really neat. And here's the sign: in this Skipper tunic, Kent with the longer pointed, still higher banded collar. Get them for your VALENTINE'S DAY, Sun., February 14th.

We will gladly gift wrap and wrap for mailing at no extra charge.